
West Jessamine High School- Accelerated English II 

Summer Reading Assignment 

A Post-Apocalyptic Novel of Your Choice 

A Message to Students: In the past, summer reading has often meant long, laborious trudges through books teachers 
select seemingly with a desire to break people’s spirits :)  However, that is not the true intent of the Sophomore English 
Accelerated Teachers.  Instead, we hope to tap into your love of reading, engage you in thoughtful perusal of a text, and 
gauge your current understanding of literary elements coming out of 9th grade English.  Thus, this summer YOU will 
choose your summer reading novel! 

Text Requirements:  Your novel of choice MUST fit the Post-apocalyptic genre. 

Post-apocalyptic means a book whose story takes place AFTER a major apocalypse (natural or man-made) has occurred 
which has changed life/society as we now know it.  These novels reimagine our future world and how we might deal with 
catastrophe.  

*See attached list for possible choices.  

 Note:  While many of these suggestions are part of a series, selecting the first book does not mean you have to read the whole series, 
though reading an entire series is a for sure way of providing yourself with a full view of the author’s story and providing yourself 
with more evidence for your culminating activities.  If you choose to read a whole series, you will only be asked to turn in annotations 
for the first book. 

  We’ve included a list of possible novels, but this list is not exhaustive, and there may be a book out there that we have 
overlooked.  If there is a book you have heard of that is not on the list, you may always email one of us the summary of 
your book to get approval that it will work.  We highly recommend you ask us if the book you want to read is not on the 
list.  If you were to read a book that is NOT post-apocalyptic, you will be scrambling to complete this project during the 
first few weeks of school.  

Task:  Annotate  

As you read, you need to take notes or ask questions of yourself about the material in the book .  If you have 
bought a book, you may actually write your comments in the margins of the book.  If the book you are reading is a 
borrowed copy,you will need to use post-it-notes and stick those in the margins or keep a notebook of annotations.  If you 
choose this option, be sure to add chapter #s to each annotation so your teacher will know what part of the book you are 
commenting on.  Before school starts, please stick all of the post-it-notes into a notebook, which you will turn in to your 
teacher the first day of school. 

*A Note on Annotations:  Annotations are NOT underlining and highlighting.  Instead, they are thoughtful comments 
about the following topics: 

-character development 

-ongoing themes (Ex.  Follow one or two major themes throughout the novel, like the theme of Justice, etc)  

-symbols 

-figurative language (simile, metaphor, personification, hyperbole, paradox, oxymoron) 

-inferences or predictions  

-questions (and the answers to those questions as continued reading reveals them). 

-impact on overall plot 



 

Additional Note on Annotations:  While there is a not a prescribed length for annotations, they should be more than a 
couple of words long and should reflect that you have actually read and actively engaged in this book.  Some chapters are 
longer than others and you will have more insight with some chapters than others.  That said, 4-10 annotations per 
chapter is good number of comments to have to show you have fully engaged in analytical thought throughout your 
reading. 

 

More Tips for Reading and Understanding Your Novel of Choice: 

(These are suggestions and will NOT be taken up as required assignments) 

*  Consider keeping a plot line to help you keep track of story arcs.   Also, consider keeping a list of character names and 
how they are connected to other characters.  

*Your book may be long!  Do not wait until the week before school to attempt to read it.  That said, we also do not 
advocate reading it all during the first week of summer.  During the 2nd week of school, there will be formative 
assessment activities (discussions, analysis, etc) that require you to show an in-depth knowledge of your book. an essay on 
this soon after you come back to school.  Thus, the best approach is to leave yourself enough time to read while making 
sure that you review your book thoroughly the week before school starts.  Summer Reading is an opportunity for you to 
demonstrate what kind of students you are! We hope you accept the challenge and put your best effort into your work.  If 
you have questions about the assignments, feel free to email one of us.  Good luck.  See you in August!  

Sincerely,  

Mrs. Dobie, Ms. Landon, and Ms. Thornsberry 

abby.dobie@jessamine.kyschools.us  

katie.landon@jessamine.kyschools.us 

jessica.thornsberry@jessamine.kyschools.us 
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Post-apocalyptic Suggestions: 

* The Hunger Games series by Suzanne Collins: The Hunger Games, Catching Fire, and Mockingjay 

* Divergent series by Veronica Roth: Divergent, Insurgent, and Allegiant; Four (prequel) 

* Matched series by Ally Condie: Matched, Crossed, Reached 

* The Maze Runner series by James Dashner: The Maze Runner, The Scorch Trials, and The Death Cure; The Kill Order 
(prequel) 

* Across the Universe series by Beth Revis: Across the Universe, Shades of Earth, A Million Suns 

* Chemical Garden series by Lauren DeStefano: Wither, Fever, Sever 

* Dustlands series by Moira Young: Blood Red Road, Rebel Heart, Raging Star 

* Unwind series by Neil Shusterman: Unwind, UnWholly, and UnSouled 

* Razorland series by Ann Aguirre: Enclave, Outpost and Horde 

* Last Survivors series by Susan Beth Pfeffer: Life As We Knew It , The Dead and the Gone, and This World We Live In 

* Chaos Walking series by Patrick Ness: The Knife of Never Letting Go, The Ask and the Answer, and Monsters of Men 

* Incarceron series by Catherine Fisher: Incarceron and Sapphique 

* Legend series by Mary Lu: Legend, Prodigy, and Champion 

* Gone series by Michael Grant: Gone, Hunger, Lies, Plague, Fear, and Light 

* Feed by M.T. Anderson 

* The Giver by Lois Lowry 

* Ender’s Game series by Orson Scott Card: Ender’s Game, Ender’s Shadow, etc. 

* Ship Breaker by Paolo Bacigalupi 

* 1984 by George Orwell 

* The Other Side of the Island by Allegra Goodman 

* Variant series by Robison Wells: Variant and Feedback 

* Uglies series by Scott Westerfield: Uglies, Pretties, Specials, and Extras 

* Little Brother by Cory Doctorow 

* The Shadow Children series by Margaret Peterson Haddix: Among the Hidden, Among the Impostors, Among the 
Betrayed, Among the Barons, Among the Brave, Among the Enemy, and Among the Free 

* How I Live Now by Meg Rosoff 

* Tankborn by Karen Sandler 



* Escape from Furnace series by Alexander Gordon Smith: Lockdown, Solitary, Death Sentence, Fugitives, and Execution 

* Delirium series by Lauren Oliver: Delirium, Pandemonium, and Requiem 

* Proxy series by Alexander London: Proxy and Guardian 

* Ashfall series by Mike Mullin: Ashfall, Ashen Winter, and Sunrise 

* Darkest Minds series by Alexandra Bracken: Darkest Minds and Never Fade 

* In the End series by Demitria Lunetta: In the End and In the After 

* Birthright series by Gabrielle Zevin: All These Things I’ve Done, Because It Is My Blood, and In the Age of Love and 
Chocolate 

* Ashes series by Ilsa Bick: Ashes, Shadows, and Monsters 

* The Enemy series by Charles Higson: The Enemy, The Dead, The Fear, and The Sacrifice 

* After the End by Amy Plum 

* On a Clear day by Walter Dean Myer 

* The Vault of Dreamers by Caragh O’Brien 

* The Fury by Alexander Gordon Smith 

* Rot and Ruin series by Jonathan Mayberry: Rot and Ruin, Dust and Decay, Flesh and Bone, and Fire and Ash 

* Ready Player One by Ernest Cline 

* BZRK series by Michael Grant: BZRK, BZRK Reloaded, and BZRK Apocalypse 

*The Road by Cormac McCarthy 

*The Last Ship by William Brinkley 
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